Our Swiss Triple Impact Community, serving your progress!

- Published pledges in the STI Directory
- Experience sharing during targeted events
- Industry-specific exchanges, i.e. at our Swiss Impact Forum

- Access to our participants’ drive + LinkedIn group
- Tailor-made pathways for sectoral needs
- Subsidised services from our service providers (carbon footprint, energy audits, etc.) and individual coaching from our B Leaders network

- Increased company impact, peer mobilisation
- Progress on sustainability commitments and knowledge expansion (Thematic events)
- Improvement of goals and related actions at our industry-specific STI Directory Webinars
- Learning & empowerment through Peer Exchanges
- Network in our community gatherings (Regional & national events)

Community advantages are offered up until 2 years following the registration, and then calculated based on the company’s turnover.

Almost everything is included in the package, except the SIF (where a discounted price occurs) and the help from service providers